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Intent on rescuing the remaining rampant dinosaurs that now roam free on Isla Nublar's vast
landscapes, Owen Grady and Claire Dearing return to the now-ruined Jurassic World theme park,
against the backdrop of an imminent and utterly devastating volcanic activity. However, everything
will soon go awry, as formidable genetically-enhanced hybrids and a devious machination threaten
not only to put a premature end to an otherwise noble rescue mission, but also to do more harm
than good to the surviving prehistoric animals. Can the team save themselves and the precious
primaeval specimens? Three years after the Jurassic World theme park was closed down, Owen and
Claire return to Isla Nublar to save the dinosaurs when they learn that a once dormant volcano on
the island is active and is threatening to extinguish all life there. Along the way, Owen sets out to
find Blue, his lead raptor, and discovers a conspiracy that could disrupt the natural order of the
entire planet. Life has found a way, again. Genuinely disappointed. If the agenda was to cram as
many dinosaurs into one film as possible with a ridiculous reason why then they clearly don't
appreciate the heritage of these films. Just action with no real focus on the characters. Why wasn't
Ian Malcom deeply involved. The fifth and, with any luck, final JP entry scrapes the bottom of the
barrel. It is stupid beyond belief and an hour too long.

My main beef with the movie is the plot/conflict -- the gang's all back together again...to save the
dinosaurs from extinction ... from an island volcano that's erupting. My word...that is the dumbest
storyline ever.

That's the first hour of the movie. If it ended there, it wouldn't have been as terrible. But no, the
movie keeps on truckin' by ripping off King Kong. Yes, of course, there are bad guys on the island
who steal the dinosaurs to sell them/display them blah blah blah -- at some guy's house in the woods
(!!!!).

Yep. Take the dinosaurs from the volcano island to some guy's house. Ouch. Painful to watch. So, so,
so terrible. Absolute garbage movie. No camp - no cheekiness - it takes itself seriously. Unbelievable!

I'd give this a negative 10,000 score, but here I've gone with a 2 out of 10 because I love Michael
Crichton stuff and out of respect to him I'm gonna go with a deuce.

But make no mistake - this movie is 100% terrible. There are no redeeming details about it. Garbage.
Trash. I almost walked out of the movie, by the way, but I was on a date and didn't want to rock the
boat, so I just stayed put. This fun, pacy addition to the dino disaster franchise doesn’t do much
that’s particularly new – though what it does, it does with a fair whack of panache. Jeff Goldblum will
be reprising his role of Dr. Ian Malcolm. a5c7b9f00b 
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